
The Candy Caper
by Tom Watson
JF Watson
Best friends Molly, Simon, and Rosie
go to crazy lengths to find out how
many candies are in a jar on their
principal’s desk.

Juvenile Early Reader
Camila the Baking Star
by Alicia Salazar
JE Salazar
Camila and her Papá enter a
televised baking competition. Papá
helps bake strawberry-iced cake
pops that could make them stars.

Juvenile Graphic Novel
Look What We Can Do!
by Candy James
JGN Archie Reddie v.3
Fox friends Archie and Reddie are
excited about entering a talent show
so they practice all their moves in
the hopes of winning the prize.

Juvenile Nonfiction
Bukayo Saka
by Harry Meredith
J Biography Saka
Bukayo Sako, a nine-year-old star in
the making, is already exciting
Premiere League soccer fans after
being signed to the Arsenal's
footballing academy.
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The Sheep, the Rooster,
and the Duck
by Matt Phelan
JF Phelan
Ten-year-old Emile finds himself in
the middle of the secret
headquarters for France's
undercover superheroes where he
helps them save both Benjamin
Franklin and the world.

Case File: Little Claws
by Eliot Schrefer
JF Schrefer
Esquire Fox and Mr. Pepper form an
animal rescue organization where
they race against time to save a
polar bear cub on their first mission.

Let's Mooove!
by Courtney Sheinmel
JF Sheinmel
Discovering a talking RV camper in
their driveway, twins Finn and Molly
are transported to a cattle ranch and
must work together to get back
home while learning fascinating
facts about the state of Colorado.

Egg Marks the Spot
by Amy Timberlake
JF Timberlake
While on a rock-finding mission to
solve both their problems,
roommates Skunk and Badger head
to their favorite campsite on Endless
Lake where they find both danger
and new friends.
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Juvenile Fiction
Which Came First: The
Chicken or the
Friendship?
by Elana K. Arnold
JF Arnold
Starla puts all of her self-confidence
and cunning to work to catch and
keep the chicken wandering around.

Monster and Boy
by Hannah Rodgers Barnaby
JF Barnaby
Follow the misadventures of a boy
and a monster who become friends
when the surprised boy encounters
the monster under his bed and is
promptly swallowed up.

The Best of Iggy
by Annie Barrows
JF Barrows
A boy with a penchant for mischief
tries to understand why people
make such a fuss over his seemingly
harmless misdemeanors, until a not-
so-great idea makes him truly sorry
for the first time.

Iggy Peck and the
Mysterious Mansion
by Andrea Beaty
JF Beaty
Aspiring young architect Iggy Peck
and his friends help a neighbor
when priceless antiques from rooms
representing architectural periods
go missing from an inherited estate.

Humphrey's Big Birthday
Bash
by Betty G Birney
JF Birney
Confused when the students in
Room 26 start whispering about a
surprise backwards birthday bash,
class pets Humphrey and Og are
delighted when they discover that
the party is for them.

Cornbread & Poppy
by Matthew Cordell
JF Cordell
Polar opposites, yet the best of
friends, Polly and Cornbread's
search for food for the winter leads
them up Holler Mountain where they
encounter friends.

Henry Heckelbeck Is Out
of This World
by Wanda Coven
JF Coven
While on a field trip to the Brewster
Space Center, Henry spots a real-life
alien and spaceship, then blasts off
into space.

Tiny Tough
by Abby Hanlon
JF Hanlon
Dory helps her older sister with a
social dilemma by joining a pirate
crew on an unexpectedly difficult
treasure hunt for a lost bracelet.

The Infamous Ratsos
by Kara LaReau
JF LaReau
Rat brothers Louie and Ralphie
Ratso want to be as rough and tough
as their father, but when they try to
show how tough they are, they end
up doing good deeds instead.

Rock Star
by Kelly Starling Lyons
JF Lyons
Feeling bereft when her best friend
moves away, a science-loving little
girl struggles to make a new friend
while exploring her love of rock
collecting during a school project.

Pug's Road Trip
by Kyla May
JF May
When Jack can no longer join them
on their road trip, Bub the pug and
his human, Bella, are determined to
find the perfect souvenir and vow to
bring their friend something special
from their trip.

Epic Hero Flop
by Zanib Mian
JF Mian
When Omar takes the blame to save
his friend from getting into trouble,
the principal later suspects Omar of
doing something much more
serious, which could ruin Omar’s
good reputation forever.
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